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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: Although previous studies have elucidated associations between motivations for drinking and sex as
they relate to risky health outcomes among female college students, the utility of cross-domain motives (i.e.,
alcohol motives predicting sex-related outcomes and vice versa) in the prediction of specific alcohol- and sex-
related behaviors has yet to be examined. The current study examined relations between drinking and sex
motives with multiple risky alcohol- and sex-related outcomes (i.e., alcohol consumption, alcohol-related pro-
blems, alcohol consumption prior to sexual intercourse, number of sexual partners [vaginal, oral, anal], and
emergency contraception use).
Procedures: Multiple structural equation models were used to examine univariate and multivariate associations
among drinking and sex motives and specific outcomes in a sample of female undergraduates with lifetime
histories of alcohol use and sexual activity (N=436; 77% White, 21% Hispanic).
Results: Findings indicated differential associations between motives and specific outcomes across univariate
versus multivariate analyses. Multivariate models indicated greater endorsement of enhancement and less en-
dorsement of intimacy sex motives were significantly associated with heavy drinking and alcohol-related pro-
blems, whereas alcohol motives were less reliably linked to sex-related outcomes. When considered simulta-
neously, sex motives accounted for more variance in some alcohol outcomes relative to certain drinking motives.
Conclusions: Cross-domain motives may be useful in predicting risky outcomes among female college students.
Research implications include the importance of examining motive-behavior relations in univariate and multi-
variate contexts. Clinical implications include cross-domain motive assessment and use of emotion regulation
strategies to reduce emotionally-motivated maladaptive alcohol- and sex-related behaviors.

1. Introduction

1.1. Drinking and Sex Motives

College students are at risk for excessive alcohol consumption
(Johnston et al., 2016), related problems (e.g., academic difficulties,
impaired driving; Perkins, 2002), and risky sexual behaviors (Cooper,
2002). Thus, motivational processes which relate to young adults’
drinking and sexual behaviors are of interest to researchers and clin-
icians. Cooper et al. (2000) suggest similar underlying motivational
processes for alcohol- and sexual-risk behaviors. Based on the motiva-
tional model of alcohol use by Cox and Klinger (i.e., consuming alcohol
for either positive or negative reinforcement; 1988, 1990), drinking
motives are defined by reinforcement source (i.e., self- versus other-

focused) and valence. Cooper (1994) demonstrated evidence for four
drinking motives: 1) social, 2) coping, 3) enhancement, and 4) con-
formity (see Cooper et al., 2016 for a theoretical and empirical review
of the motivational model). Cooper et al. (1998) then used this same
framework to categorize motives for sexual behavior, which also in-
clude self-focused/positive reinforcement (i.e., enhancement), other-
focused/positive reinforcement (i.e., need for intimacy), self-focused/
negative reinforcement (i.e., self-affirmation and coping), and other-
focused/negative reinforcement (i.e., peer and partner approval) mo-
tives.

1.2. Drinking Motives Associated with Drinking-related Outcomes

Although college students tend to endorse enhancement motives
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(e.g., celebratory drinking) and social motives as reasons for drinking
alcohol (Read et al., 2003), all four motives have been linked to al-
cohol-related outcomes among college students (Cooper, 1994; see
Kuntsche et al., 2005, 2014). More broadly, Carey and Correia (1997)
found positive- and negative-reinforcement drinking motives were
univariately associated with consumption and alcohol-related pro-
blems, whereas only negative-reinforcement motives (i.e., coping,
conformity) were predictive of problems in multivariate models after
accounting for alcohol consumption levels. Overall, associations be-
tween specific drinking motives and alcohol outcomes tend to vary as a
function of the outcome under examination.

1.3. Sexual Motives Associated with Sex-related Outcomes

Broadly, research indicates distinct sexual motivations predict var-
ious sexual risk behaviors (e.g., multiple partners, casual sex; Cooper
et al., 1998; Cooper et al., 2011; Grossbard et al., 2007). Individuals
high in coping motives report riskier sexual practices (e.g., multiple
partners and lack of birth control methods) compared to their low-
coping-motive counterparts (Cooper et al., 1998). However, previous
work also suggests an inverse relation between intimacy motives and
lifetime number of sexual partners, whereas this outcome is positively
associated with mood-enhancement motives (Gebhardt et al., 2003).
Thus, evidence indicates that specific sex motives may be protective
against one sexual outcome and a risk factor for another.

1.4. Drinking Motives Associated with Sex-related Outcomes

Drinking motives have also been shown to be predictive of sexual
outcomes. For example, Dvorak et al. (2016) found endorsement of
coping motives for drinking was directly associated with sexual
“hookups,” or sexual encounters without romantic commitment
(Fielder and Carey, 2010), whereas social and enhancement motives
were indirectly linked with hookups via alcohol consumption among
college students. In univariate models, coping, conformity, social, and
enhancement drinking motives have also been found to be associated
with negative social and personal consequences related to sexual ac-
tivity (Norberg et al., 2011).

1.5. Sex Motives Associated with Drinking Outcomes

Specific sex motives have been shown to predict frequency of
drinking before or during sexual episodes. For example, Grossbard et al.
(2007) found greater levels of enhancement motives for sex were as-
sociated with an increase in drinking before or during sex, whereas
intimacy motives were associated with significantly less drinking before
or during sex among college athletes. However, Owen et al. (2014)
found no significant associations between sex motives and alcohol/
substance misuse in an all-female sample. Nevertheless, drinking prior
to sexual activity may yield negative outcomes, and motivational in-
fluences driving these behaviors are important and need to be under-
stood.

1.6. Rationale

Despite a myriad of research on drinking and sex motives, little is
known about interrelations among motives for alcohol and sex or how
these constructs simultaneously contribute to engagement in risky al-
cohol use, risky sexual behavior, or both. Previous theoretical and
empirical work has established that certain drinking motives may relate
to risky sexual outcomes (Cooper et al., 1998; Dvorak et al., 2016;
Norberg et al., 2011). Further, the co-occurrence of alcohol consump-
tion and risky sexual activity suggests that drinking and sex motives
may be predictive of alcohol- and sex-related outcomes (Caldeira et al.,
2009). Given evidence that alcohol-related consequences may be more
negative for female college students (see Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004), and

some sexual consequences can exclusively impact females (e.g., preg-
nancy), investigating cross-domain motives among this population is
warranted. To our knowledge, this has yet to be examined.

The current study examined the extent to which drinking and sex
motives independently and multivariately relate to specific alcohol and
sexual risk-taking outcomes among a sample of female college students.
Because motives have been shown to differentially relate to alcohol
consumption, related problems, and consumption prior to sexual ac-
tivity, all three were examined. Risky sexual behavior can be oper-
ationalized several different ways (e.g., number of partners, use of
emergency contraceptives), so multiple sex-related outcomes were ex-
amined. Finally, because drinking and sex motives are defined using the
emotion-regulation two-dimensional motivational framework, it is
plausible that cross-domain motives (i.e., sex motives predicting al-
cohol outcomes and vice versa) will be associated with outcomes in
ways similar to domain-specific motives (i.e., positive- and negative-
reinforcement motives will differentially relate to risky drinking- and
sex-related outcomes).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Procedure

Participants (N=611) were female undergraduate students from a
large, Hispanic-serving southwestern university recruited from in-
troductory psychology and communication courses. Participants com-
pleted a battery of demographic questions and self-report measures
online. All procedures and measures were approved by the university’s
Institutional Review Board. Participants received research course credit
for their participation.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Demographics
Participants self-reported demographic information, including age,

race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and relationship status, which was
dichotomized (i.e., single/not dating/dating multiple individuals coded
“casual,” and committed long-term relationships coded as “steady;”
Brown and Vanable, 2007). Sexual orientation, assessed as “How would
you describe your current sexual orientation?” was dichotomized into
exclusively heterosexual (endorsed by 80%) versus other.1

2.2.2. Motives
2.2.2.1. Drinking Motives Questionnaire – Revised. The Drinking Motives
Questionnaire-Revised (DMQ-R; Cooper, 1994) is a 20-item measure
with response options on a 6-point Likert-type scale, ranging from (1)
never to (6) almost always, and four subscales: coping, conformity,
social, and enhancement. Each subscale consists of five items.
Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .88 to .93 in this study.

2.2.2.2. Sexual Motives Scale. The Sexual Motives Scale (SMS) is a 29-
item measure assessing six primary motives for sexual behavior:
intimacy, coping, enhancement, self-affirmation, partner approval,
and peer approval (Cooper et al., 1998). Each subscale consists of 4–5
items, assessed on a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from (1) almost
never/never to (5) almost always/always (Cronbach’s alphas= .87–.91).

2.2.3. Outcomes
2.2.3.1. Sexual Behavior History. Lifetime number of vaginal, oral, and
anal sex partners (three separate items), as well as two items assessing

1 Sexual orientation was dichotomized given the low base rates endorsed by individuals
who identify as non-exclusively heterosexual (i.e., exclusively homosexual= 8%, pri-
marily homosexual= 2%, equally homosexual and heterosexual = <1%, primarily
heterosexual= 8%, queer= <1%, unlabeled/questioning= <1%, and no sexual in-
terest= <1%.
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emergency contraception and alcohol use before sex were utilized:
“Have you or your partner ever used ‘morning after’ pills or emergency
contraception?” (Yes/No) and “In the past month, how much of the
time did you drink alcohol before you had sexual intercourse?”
Response options ranged from (0) never to (4) always.

2.2.3.2. Young Adult Alcohol Problems Screening Test. The Young Adult
Alcohol Problems Screening Test (YAAPST) is a measure of lifetime and
past-year alcohol-related problems (Hurlburt and Sher, 1992). The past-
year problems subscale (YAAPST-PY) was utilized, which consists of 27
items assessing interpersonal, physical, occupational, academic, legal,
and psychological consequences of alcohol consumption with response
options ranging from (1) never to (5) 3+ times in the past year
(Cronbach’s α= .90).

2.2.3.3. The Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test. The Alcohol Use
Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT) is a 10-item measure of alcohol
consumption and associated problems on a 5-point Likert-type scale
(i.e., “Never” to “Daily or almost daily;” Babor et al., 2001). Only the
hazardous use (i.e., AUDIT-C) subscale, which is composed of three
items (i.e., drinking quantity, frequency, and frequency of heavy
drinking), was used (Cronbach’s α= .77).

2.3. Analytic Procedure

All data management and coding was conducted with SAS 9.4™
software (SAS Institute Inc),2 and structural equations were modeled
using MPlus 7.2 software (Muthén and Muthén, 1998–2012). Partici-
pants who reported no lifetime alcohol consumption, sexual activity
(i.e., no reported oral, anal, or vaginal sex partners), or both, were
removed prior to analyses (n=165).3 Individuals who identified as
transgender were excluded from analyses (n=3). Only female parti-
cipants between the ages of 18 and 25 were included (n=10 ex-
cluded). The final sample (N=436,M age=19.97, SD=1.63) largely
identified as exclusively heterosexual (80%) and mostly White (77%),
with a minority identifying as Hispanic (21%). Half of the sample (50%)
were in committed relationships. This sample consisted of 33%
freshmen, 17% sophomores, 25% juniors, and 25% seniors.

2.3.1. Alcohol and Sex Outcomes
The distributions of lifetime number of partners were non-normal

and appropriate transformations were applied.4 Continuous, single-in-
dicator outcomes (i.e., number of vaginal partners, oral partners, and
frequency of alcohol before sex) were z-transformed. Anal sex was
coded such that endorsement equaled “1.” No participants endorsed
having six or more drinks daily or almost daily on the AUDIT-C.

2.3.2. Motive Indicators
Distributions of the item responses for the DMQ-R and SMS in-

dicated low endorsement frequencies for “usually/most of the time”
and “almost always/always.” Items were rescaled such that low-en-
dorsement categories (i.e., less than 5% of the total sample) were col-
lapsed (similar to other DMQ-R studies; see Kristjansson et al., 2011),
resulting in 20 rescaled items on the SMS and 10 rescaled items on the
DMQ-R ranging from 3 to 5 categories. Motive indicators were specified
as ordered-categorical, and a weighted least squares means and var-
iances (WLSMV) estimator was used for all analyses due to robustness

against violations of normality for ordinal indicators (Muthén and
Muthén, 2012). Listwise deletion was used for missing data (n re-
moved= 10–49; see supplementary materials for number of observa-
tions used in each model).

2.3.3. Measurement Models and Structural Models
First, measurement models were created for drinking and sexual

motives independently. Tested factor structures were based on previous
literature (Cooper, 1994; Cooper et al., 1998; Kuntsche et al., 2005).
Three factor structures were tested for both motive types (see supple-
mentary materials). Measurement models were also tested for alcohol
consumption (as assessed by the AUDIT-C subscale) and alcohol-re-
lated-consequences (as assessed by the YAAPST-PY subscale). Retained
factor solutions (i.e., the two-factor drinking motives and four-factor
sex motives models) were then used to construct separate structural
equation models (SEMs) to assess motive-behavior relations. Specifi-
cally, each respective sex and drinking motive was first modeled as a
latent variable, such that each motive predicted each outcome, re-
spectively (resulting in 42 univariate models). We then examined ef-
fects of all motives predicting each alcohol and sex outcome (seven
multivariate models). Partner type, age, and sexual orientation were
adjusted for in all models. Refer to Fig. 1 for the conceptual multi-
variate model.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Raw score means and standard deviations of summed drinking
motives, sex motives, alcohol-related outcomes, and sex-related out-
comes are provided in Table 1.

3.2. Drinking Motives, Sex Motives, and Alcohol Outcome CFAs

We retained the drinking-motives model, which combined social
and enhancement motives, as well as conformity and coping motives,
into higher-order factors of positive- and negative-reinforcement
drinking motives, respectively (similar to reinforcement models pro-
posed by Farber et al., 1980). Although this model exhibited slightly
poorer fit compared to the four-factor model without higher-order
factors (i.e., identical CFI of .97 but RMSEAs of .095 versus .094), this
model was chosen due to the high correlations between coping and
conformity motive-factors (r= .79) and between enhancement and
social motive-factors (r= .93). All drinking-motive models exhibited
mediocre fit based on RMSEA and good fit based on CFI (Hu and
Bentler, 1999). Standardized factor loadings ranged from .78–.94.

Although all three sex-motive models tested fit the data identically
well (i.e., CFI= .98, RMSEA= .05), significant correlations existed
between specific motives (i.e., r= .85 for coping and self-affirmation
motive factors; r= .87 for peer- and partner-approval motive factors),
such as drinking motives. Therefore, the model with self-affirmation
and coping motives as a higher-order factor of self-focused, negative-
reinforcement sex motives and peer- and partner-approval motives as a
higher-order factor of other-focused, negative-reinforcement sex mo-
tives was retained. Enhancement and intimacy (i.e., positively-reinfor-
cing, self-focused sex motives) were not combined (r= .54).
Standardized factor loadings for subscales of sex motives ranged from
.72–.97. Global fit indices for drinking- and sex-motive models are
provided in the Supplementary materials (Tables A, B, and C).

Regarding alcohol outcomes, the 3-item AUDIT-C subscale mea-
surement model was just-identified, so model fit indices could not be
meaningfully interpreted. However, one item (“How often do you have
six or more drinks on one occasion?”) exhibited a standardized factor
loading of greater than 1. Given this, heavy episodic drinking was
subsequently modeled as categorical using this item alone. The YAAPST
past-year subscale CFA demonstrated acceptable fit (i.e.,

2 Copyright © [2002–2014] SAS Institute Inc. SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc.
product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, USA.

3 More specifically, 33 participants were removed due to no alcohol use, 95 due to no
sexual activity, and 37 due to both.

4 Numbers of lifetime vaginal, oral, and anal partners were Winsorized to correct for
non-normality. This resulted in ranges of 0–11+ for vaginal and oral partners and 0–1+
for anal partners (skewness and kurtosis < 1.5 for all three variables).
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χ2(324)= 631.97, p < .001, CFI= .94, RMSEA= .047 [95%
CI= .042–.053]). Thus, alcohol-related consequences were modeled as
a latent variable.

3.3. Univariate and Multivariate Structural Equation Models

For correlations between motives, covariates, and outcomes, refer to
Table 2. Standardized estimates are presented for alcohol-related out-
comes for both univariate and multivariate models in Table 3 and for
sex-related outcomes in Table 4 with standardized covariate estimates

presented for all multivariate models. Effect sizes ranged from small to
medium (Cohen, 1988).

3.3.1. Univariate Models
Univariate models fit the data well (i.e., CFIs= .95–1.00;

RMSEAs= .02–.08)5 apart from enhancement- and intimacy- sex mo-
tive models for all outcomes other than alcohol-related problems (i.e.,
CFIs= .98, RMSEAs= .09–.11). Intimacy-motive models exhibited
good fit when partner type was removed from the model (i.e., CFIs>
.98, RMSEAs< .07), though enhancement-motive models worsened
with removal of covariates.6

3.3.2. Multivariate Models Predicting Alcohol-related Outcomes
Models using all motives to predict alcohol consumption and related

consequences exhibited good fit (i.e., CFIs= .96, RMSEAs= .05).
Enhancement sex motives were positively associated with consumption
and alcohol-related consequences, whereas intimacy motives were ne-
gatively associated with both. Intimacy motives were also negatively
associated with alcohol use prior to sex. Positive-reinforcement
drinking motives were predictive of alcohol use as well as alcohol use
prior to sex, whereas negative-reinforcement drinking motives were
predictive of alcohol-related problems. Effect sizes were small to large.
Partner type was significantly associated with all three drinking out-
comes, and age was positively associated with all but heavy episodic
drinking.

3.3.3. Multivariate Models Predicting Sex-related Outcomes
All models predicting sex-related outcomes exhibited identical good

Fig. 1. Conceptual structural equation model with sex and drinking motives predicting sex and alcohol-related outcomes. Item-level indicators (i.e., measurement models) are not shown.
As depicted, self-focused and other-focused sex motives are modeled as hierarchical latent variables, as are positive and negative drinking motives. For univariate models, only one type of
latent motive was included, along with covariates, to predict a given outcome. For multivariate models, all latent motive variables were included, along with covariates, to predict a given
outcome. Although outcomes are depicted as manifest in the figure, please note alcohol-related problems, as assessed by the YAAPST-PY, was modeled as latent.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Motives and Risky Behavior Indicators.

Range Mean (SD)

Drinking Motives
Coping 3–24 10.36 (5.01)
Conformity 4–21 8.76 (4.25)
Enhancement 4–30 16.54 (7.01)
Social 5–30 17.44 (6.99)

Sex Motives
Coping 5–18 8.31 (3.46)
Self-Affirmation 5–20 9.04 (3.91)
Enhancement 5–25 17.41 (5.01)
Intimacy 5–25 16.94 (5.52)
Peer Approval 4–15 5.91 (2.19)
Partner Approval 4–12 5.57 (2.39)

Alcohol use prior to sex 0–4 1.28 (1.13)
Alcohol-related outcomes
Heavy episodic drinking 0–4 4.45 (2.48)
YAAPST-PY 0–25 5.22 (4.56)

Median (% sexually active)
Sex-related outcomes
# of vaginal partners 0–100 4 (91% at least 1 partner)
# of oral partners 0–60 3 (91% at least 1 partner)
# of anal partners 0–4 0 (21% at least 1 partner)
Emergency contraception use (%) – 48%

Note: Descriptive statistics of raw scores. Average of summed motive subscale scores
provided. YAAPST-PY summed score descriptive statistics are provided. Although raw
scores are shown here, numbers of lifetime vaginal, oral, and anal partners were trun-
cated to correct for non-normality; see footnote 3.

5 To achieve a positive definite covariance matrix, the residual variance for enhance-
ment drinking motives were set to 0 in univariate models in which positive drinking
motives predict heavy episodic drinking and alcohol-related consequences. Variance for
coping sex motives were set to 1 in univariate models in which self-focused sex motives
predicted number of vaginal partners, number of oral partners, and emergency contra-
ceptive use. Variance for conformity drinking motives was also set to 1 in univariate
models of negative drinking motives predicting number of vaginal partners, number of
anal partners, and alcohol use before sex.

6 Despite this substandard fit, we retained all covariates in univariate enhancement and
intimacy models to be consistent with other models tested.
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fit (i.e., CFIs= .96, RMSEAs= .05). Sexual enhancement motives were
significantly related to lifetime number of vaginal partners and emer-
gency contraceptive use. Intimacy motives were negatively associated
with number of vaginal and oral sex partners. Positive-reinforcement
drinking motives were also predictive of number of oral sex partners.
Age was positively associated with all sex outcomes, though partner
type was only associated with number of oral sex partners.

4. Discussion

This study is the first, to our knowledge, to simultaneously examine
the role of drinking and sex motives on multiple risky sex- and alcohol-
related outcomes. Importantly, our results demonstrated that

differential relations between motives and outcomes emerge across
univariate and multivariate analyses, suggesting the presumed re-
levance of motives to outcomes associated with alcohol use and risky
sex may vary across contexts. Our results highlight the predictive utility
of examining cross-domain motives, particularly sex motives on heavy
episodic drinking and associated negative consequences.

Consistent with previous research, positive-reinforcement drinking
motives were more predictive of alcohol consumption, whereas nega-
tive-reinforcement motives were more closely associated with alcohol-
related problems (e.g., Carey and Correia, 1997; Kuntsche et al., 2005).
Self-focused sex motives (including coping) were significantly related to
lifetime number of sexual partners in univariate models as found by
Gebhardt et al. (2003). However, self-focused sex motives were not
significant predictors of number of vaginal, oral, or anal sex partners
when adjusting for other motives.

Our analyses indicate that considering motives in a multivariate
context may unmask key relations between motives and behaviors. For
example, suppressor effects (i.e., an increase in the predictive ability of
a variable when including additional covariates; Conger, 1974) were
exhibited regarding intimacy sex motives. That is, intimacy motives
were positively associated with number of anal sex partners and emer-
gency contraception use, but no other outcome, in univariate analyses.
However, after adjusting for other sex motives and drinking motives,
intimacy motives emerged as a significant negative predictor of lifetime
number of vaginal and oral sex partners and alcohol outcomes, which is
consistent with previous research (Gebhardt et al., 2003).

When considered simultaneously, certain sex motives may provide
more predictive utility for alcohol-related problems than drinking mo-
tives. For example, in multivariate models, enhancement sex motives
were more predictive of alcohol consumption and consequences than
negative- and positive-reinforcement drinking motives, respectively.
These findings are consistent with previous research indicating that sex
motives influence drinking behavior, such as enhancement sex motives
predicting sexual activities via alcohol consumption (Dvorak et al.,
2016; Pedersen et al., 2009; Talley et al., 2017). These findings also
reinforce the value of examining sex-related alcohol expectancies to
advance understanding of risky behavior (e.g., Fromme et al., 1993).

Our findings indicated that positive-reinforcement drinking motives
(i.e., enhancement and social) predicted lifetime number of oral sex

Table 2
Correlations between Motives, Outcomes, and Covariates.

P(D) N(D) E(S) I(S) S-F(S) O-F(S) #VAG #ORAL #ANAL Contra Alc-Sex HED YAAPST Age Partner

Positive (D) 1.00
Negative (D) .70** 1.00
Enhance (S) .36** .17** 1.00
Intimacy (S) .11* .02 .54** 1.00
Self (S) .28** .64** .41** .17** 1.00
Other (S) .23** .64** .05 .03 .81** 1.00
# Vaginal .27** .15** .36** .04 .18** .09 1.00
# Oral .29** .17** .31** .03 .21** .08 .67** 1.00
# Anal .07 .08 .35** .11 .21** .10 .40** .35** 1.00
Contraceptive .18** .11 .26** .16* .08 .04 .32** .17** .32** 1.00
Alcohol-Sex .39** .32** .21** −.05 .19** .15** .37** .34** .09 .17** 1.00
HED .47** .41** .21** −.09 .19** .22** .33** .37** .17* .17** .49** 1.00
YAAPST .52** .63** .28** .00 .35** .34** .26** .31** .15* .25** .42** .50** 1.00
Age .03 .05 .05 .13 .05 .03 .24** .10* .17** .18** .15** .06 .17** 1.00
Partner .18** .19** −.15* −.41** .12 .17* .08 .17** .04 −.05 .16** .25** .18* −.10 1.00
Sexual Orient −.15* −.13 .03 .13* .05 .03 −.08 −.06 −.05 −.10 .00 −.09 −.05 .02 .08

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01. D=drinking motives; S= sex motives; Positive (P)= positive-reinforcement motives; Negative (N)= negative-reinforcement motives; E= enhancement;
I = intimacy; S-F= self-focused; O-F=other-focused; # Vaginal= number of lifetime vaginal partners; # Oral= number of lifetime oral partners; # Anal=number of lifetime anal
partners; Contraceptive= lifetime emergency contraceptive use; Alcohol-Sex= alcohol use prior to sex; HED=heavy episodic drinking; YAAPST=Young Adult Alcohol Problems
Screening Test − past year subscale; Partner= partner type (dichotomous; casual coded ‘1’); Sexual Orient= self-reported sexual orientation (dichotomous; heterosexual coded ‘0’).
Pearson product-moment correlations reported for continuous variables (i.e., motives, number of vaginal and oral partners, alcohol prior to sex YAAPST). Polyserial correlations reported
for ordinal-continuous correlations (e.g., HED and continuous variables). Biserial correlations reported for binary-continuous relations (e.g., partner type, sexual orientation, anal
partners, and contraceptive use and continuous variables). Polychoric correlations are reported for ordinal-binary relations (i.e., HED and partner type, sexual orientation, anal partners,
and contraceptive use). Tetrachoric correlations reported for binary–binary relations (e.g., anal partners, emergency contraceptive use, partner type, and sexual orientation).
Standardized correlation coefficients. Variance reported on the diagonal.

Table 3
Standardized Beta Coefficients for Models Predicting Alcohol-Related Outcomes.

Models HED YAAPST Alcohol Prior to Sex

UV MV UV MV UV MV

Sex Motives
Enhancement. .23** .34* .28** .42** .22** .23*
Intimacy −.03 −.21** .03 −.15* −.03 −.18**
Self-focused .16** −.37 .35** −.44 .17** −.07
Other-focused .18** .29 .35** .22 .13* .08

Drinking Motives
Positive .44** .25 .48** −.11 .38** .26*
Negative .37** .21 .62** .76** .29** .08

Covariates
Age – .07 – .18** – .16**
Partner type – −.07 – −.04 – −.01
Orientation – .20** – .16** – .14**

Note. *p < .05, **p < .01; HED=Heavy episodic drinking, YAAPST-PY=Young Adult
Alcohol Problems Screening Test − past-year problems; UV=univariate model;
MV=multivariate model; Positive= positive-reinforcement motives;
Negative= negative-reinforcement motives; Orientation= sexual orientation (hetero-
sexual coded ‘0′); Partner= partner type (casual coded ‘1′). All tested models maintained
simple structure. Univariate estimates represent the change in standard deviation for
every one standard deviation increase in motives score, holding constant age, partner
type, and sexual orientation. Multivariate coefficients are similarly interpreted, except
these estimates are also adjusted for all other motive types.
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partners and alcohol consumption prior to sex, even after adjusting for
sex motives among female students. In the college milieu, drinking and
sexual opportunities are often intertwined, and individuals who drink
alcohol “because it's fun” (enhancement motive) or “because it helps
you enjoy a party” (social motive) may be more likely to engage in
casual sex acts, particularly oral sex. For example, among a large
sample of college students (N=2147), Chambers (2007) found young
adults engaged in oral sex more frequently than vaginal intercourse,
viewed oral sex as less intimate than intercourse, and cited pleasure as
the most common reason for engaging in oral sex (Chambers, 2007).
Thus, college-attending females with high levels of positive-reinforce-
ment drinking motives, who are motivated to use alcohol to facilitate
sexual activity, may choose to drink on occasions when they have
greater desire for sex (e.g., Cooper, 2002; Dvorak et al., 2016). Further,
our data indicated that those with casual partners had significantly
higher numbers of oral sex partners, frequency of alcohol consumption
prior to sex, heavy episodic drinking, and alcohol-related consequences
compared to those in steady partnerships, and this is consistent with
some previous work (e.g., Cooper and Orcutt, 2000). Age was positively
associated with all outcomes (besides heavy episodic drinking), which
may be a function of time or development period (i.e., emerging
adulthood; Arnett, 2000).

The current findings highlight the importance of examining cross-
domain motives in research and in clinical settings when aiming to
decrease risky sex and alcohol misuse among emerging-adult female
individuals. Although targeting domain-specific motivations for sex-
related behaviors (Sanderson and Cantor, 1995) and problematic al-
cohol use (Conrod et al., 2011) has been recommended, targeting
overarching motivations for drinking and sex by providing individuals
with adaptive emotion regulation strategies may yield more effective
prevention and intervention efforts. Indeed, the overlap between sex
and drinking motives in the current study (e.g., negative-reinforcement
drinking motives and self- and other-focused sex motives r’s= .63–.65;
positive-reinforcement drinking motives and enhancement sex motives
r= .39) provides evidence that overarching motivational systems may
drive risky behavior across domains, which suggests that transdiag-
nostic approaches may be beneficial.

Although this study provides novel contributions to the literature,
limitations exist. For example, the dichotomization of exclusively het-
erosexual versus other orientations is not ideal. Several limitations re-
garding measurement exist, including only assessing frequency of al-
cohol use prior to sex and not quantity or perceived level of
intoxication. Another potential limitation was the variability in out-
come time frames. Regarding use of the AUDIT to measure heavy
drinking, this item asks about consuming 6 or more drinks on one

occasion, rather than using the accepted definition of binge drinking for
females (4+ drinks in 2 hours for females; National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, 2004). We also did not include the past-year
time frame typically used on the AUDIT.

Available data precluded analysis of past-year sexual outcomes;
however, considering the average participant age (19.97 years) is close
to the average age of initial sexual interaction for females (i.e., 17 years;
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015), as well as the low
endorsement of past-month outcomes, we maintain that lifetime sexual
outcomes were more comparable to past-year alcohol-related problems
than past-month sexual outcomes. An important limitation is the cross-
sectional nature of this data, which makes distal predictors of specific
outcomes difficult to elucidate. Further, the exploratory nature of our
analyses resulted in multiple examinations; however, post-hoc binomial
probability calculation indicated that, assuming an alpha of .05, the
probability of finding 50 significant effects or more out of 105 tests is
less than .000001. Finally, the retrospective nature of this data may
introduce memory bias, and future work should aim to use longitudinal,
timeline follow-back, or ecological momentary assessment when pos-
sible.

Researchers are encouraged to explore drinking and sex motives via
mixture analysis to determine whether individuals with certain motive-
based profiles are likely to engage in risky health behaviors. For ex-
ample, it is possible that individuals who endorse higher negative-re-
inforcement drinking and sex motives who are also lower in intimacy
sex motives engage in riskier behaviors (e.g., heavy episodic drinking
and subsequent unprotected sexual encounters with casual partners).
Future work could incorporate relevant personality features within
models that simultaneously consider alcohol- and sex-related motives.
For example, associations between positive urgency (i.e., the tendency
to act rashly when in a positive mood; Cyders and Smith, 2007) and
risky alcohol- or sex-related outcomes may be mediated by specific sex
motives, drinking motives, or both (e.g., enhancement; see Cooper
et al., 2000). Further examination of the impact of relationship status
on motive-outcome relations is warranted. Given research indicating
some college students endorse multiple motives for risky behaviors, the
importance of considering motivations for alcohol- and sex-related
behaviors in future work cannot be overstated (e.g., Cooper et al.,
1998).

In sum, this study simultaneously examined the role of sex and
drinking motives on behavioral outcomes across both domains among
female college students. These findings highlight the importance of
assessing sex motives to obtain a more complete understanding of al-
cohol consumption and related problems from a motivational frame-
work. Our cross-domain motivational findings suggest potential utility

Table 4
Standardized Beta Coefficients for Models Predicting Sex-Related Outcomes.

Models #LT Vaginal Sex Partners # LT Oral Sex Partners #LT Anal Sex Partners LT Emergency Contraception

UV MV UV MV UV MV UV MV

Sex Motives
Enhancement .36** .42** .32** .23 .35** .46** .25** .28
Intimacy .04 −.21** .07 −.13* .10 −.21 .13* .00
Self-focused .17** −.02 .19** .22 .20** −.03 .08 −.18
Other-focused .07 .11 .06 −.07 .08 .10 .03 .13

Drinking Motives
Positive .25** .19 .27** .28* .06 −.13 .18** .07
Negative .12* −.13 .14** −.18 .06 .02 .09 .03

Covariates
Age – .25** – .11* – .18** – .18**
Partner Type – .09 – .14** – .05 – −.02
Orientation – −.06 – −.04 – −.05 – −.07

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01; LT= lifetime; UV=univariate model; MV=multivariate model; Positive=positive-reinforcement motives; Negative= negative-reinforcement motives;
Orientation= sexual orientation (heterosexual coded ‘0’); Partner= partner type (casual coded ‘1’). All tested models maintained simple structure. Univariate estimates represent the
change in standard deviation for every one standard deviation increase in motives score, holding constant age, partner type, and sexual orientation. Multivariate coefficients are similarly
interpreted, except these estimates are also adjusted for all other motive types.
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of a transdiagnostic approach in the prevention of risky drinking- and
sex-related outcomes.
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